walking descent

Right Wing
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6p, 10c
Slhanay/ The Squaw

What’s Left 10d
kneebar! 5”
4”
3”
2”
1”

www.squamish-rightwing.blogspot.com
FA: Fred Beckey, Scott Davis, Al Givler; 1967
FFA: Don McPherson, Richard Suddaby; 1983
Re-cleaned: Jeremy Frimer & friends; 2007,
2011
All anchors bolted, rap-equipped. Can escape
from any pitch with one 60m rope.
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Pipeline

10c
steep!
step right, delicate

Pitch 1-2: .8. .7, 75m together. Climb
Eagle’s Domain—a splitter finger crack on a
slab—for 60m, then move right on a ramp to
belay at the base of a corner.
Pitch 3: 10c, 12m, 4 bolts. Face climb (crux
at third bolt) to reach Political Ledge.

Note: pitches 3-5 are wet until late June.
Gear: doubles to 2”, singles to 4”. (If doing the
What’s Left variation to pitch 6, bring 5”-6” gear.)

fingers layback
stellar

tight hand bulge (crux)

10c
burly hand crack

x
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The Filibuster

layback with stem rests

10b

Pitch 4: 10b, 20m. Jam, stem, and layback
the Filibuster. Most of the gear is in a face
crack on the left wall. If you have the gear
and the guts, link pitches 4-5 at 10d.
Pitch 5: 10c, 25m, 1 bolt. More Filibuster.
Layback and jam a steep corner hand crack,
pull through a crux bulge, then endure the
pumpy layback on excellent finger locks.
Pitch 6 right var.: 10c, 25m. At the base of
the steep wall, stem until it’s possible to
move right past a pin into a steep finger
crack. Handrail right to the top.
Pitch 6 left var.: 10d, 25m. What’s Left. Jam
a widening corner, pull over a huge flake (56” gear needed), then monkey to the top.
Descent: walk off (10 mins)

place piece high, downclimb to
stance, layback edge

Birds of Prey
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Political
Ledge

x

10c
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x at third bolt, stem across corner,
x finger lock, reach up to jug
x

The Great Game
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Bump Pumice
10c bolted slab

Godforsaken
Land

Eagle’s Domain
from descent trail

